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MORE BOMBS ON MILAN

More than a hundred four-thousand pound bombs were dropped on the

industries and railways of Milan last night in a heavier attack than on

Saturday night* Fires started 24 hours earlier were still burning when

the first of our bombers arrived, and photographs taken by a reconnaissance

aircraft over the city at mid-day on Sunday show that three oil fires were

burning in a factory at that time, while other fires were raging elsewhere*

The new' photographs also show that at least twenty more industrial plants
have been damaged*

Visibility was as good as our crews have ever known it, and the

moon was extraordinarily bright* The eclipse was over soon after our

bombers had crossed the channel.

"The attack began shortly before midnight," a Lancaster pilot said*

"The smoke from the old fires below covered part of the target area, but

not to any serious extent* As the attack developed, smoke rose up to ten

thousand feet* .About ten minutes after twelve I saw a huge explosion and

others saw another one ten minutes later.

Flying Officer H. Kane, the rear gunner of a Lancaster, who comes from

Quebec, described how they warned another bomber'of the presence of a fighter,

"The fighter was coming up underneath the bomber," he said, "and we fired a

warning burst to let him know it was there. We lost them almost at once, but

the pilot must have seen our tracers in time,"

The defences of Milan were again rather stronger than before, but the

flak was by no means severe. On the other hand, the Germans put up a great

number of night fighters over France - it was exactly the right weather for

them. First reports of combats and interceptions show that at least two

enemy fighters were destroyed.

Mosquito crews attacking Berlin reported that there was very intense

anti-aircraft fire and that the searchlights were very active.


